2009-10 College of Engineering Master of Engineering Scholarship Awards

Master of Engineering Fellowship
Jay Chua ORIE
Adam Neumann BME
Jasper Schneider ECE

MEng/MBA Knight Scholars
Kimbell Campbell CEE EM
Alice Chuang ORIE
Jonathan Cohan BME
Salvatore Cremona CEE EM
Marisa Duncan BME
German Gutierrez ORIE Early Admit S09
Teruhisa Haruguchi CS
John Eric Hunt Meche
Devashish Kumar ORIE
Jeffrey Melville ECE
Mitsuhiko Nishi CEE EM
German Posada Aerospace Early Admit F09
Justin Prieto CS
Steven Timothy CEE Early Admit S09
Luis Philippe Tosi Aerospace Early Admit S09
Matthew Windt Cheme
Denise Wong Meche Early Admit S09

MBA Knight Scholars
Justin Angle JGSM
Katy Moyer JGSM
Wendy Rose JGSM
Rosa Torre JGSM

Edward F and Paula H. Arps Master of Engineering Fellowship
Corrine Zappacosta BME
Justin Fishbone Aerospace